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Summary 
Charlie boards the Baron’s mammoth airship, The Meriwether Lewis, in attempt to find and free his 

sister Abigail. While aboard, Charlie discovers that the zeppelin is host to a landmark international 

summit on child labor. Several VIP guests and the press have been invited to document the outcome of 

conference. 

Charlie also finds out that the foreign ambassadors most sympathetic to helping children have been 

trapped in various parts of the airship and prevented from attending the conference. Charlie must help 

free the ambassadors so that they can sway the conference and abolish child labor. Just as it looks like 

Charlie has helped win a major victory to free the children, the safety of the entire Zeppelin is 

threatened and Charlie must work with the ambassadors to save the airship and everyone on it.  

Description 
This adventure takes place on board the Baron Matroyshka’s catamaran-style dual-blimp Zeppelin, the 

Meriwether Lewis. The Zeppelin is comprised of two main passenger compartments connected by a 

central sky bridge. The impressive airship is powered entirely by hot air-generating fireplaces.  

The interior is packed with luxurious spaces designed for VIP guests, such as the Zephyr Dining Room, 

the High Altitude Dog Racing Track, and the Ivory Tower Conference Center.  The Zeppelin is also filled 

with unusual service rooms such as the Air Exchange Room, The Central Bellows Station, and the Royal 

Cargo Hold. The challenges take place in some of the more unusual service rooms, where five foreign 

ambassadors have been trapped and prevented from attending the summit on board. 

In addition, the Baron has placed a squad of his guards on board and they are using several of the rooms 

for their own operations. One of these rooms is a kitchen storage area, which they have converted to a 

brig. The guards have standing orders to throw anyone trying to foil the Baron’s plan to prevent the 

ambassadors from attending the summit into the brig for the duration of the flight. The Baron’s guards 

have also been put on alert for Charlie, and told to arrest him on sight. 

  



Objectives 
Charlie arrives on the Zeppelin, looking for his sister Abigail. As Charlie gets on the ship, he is 

immediately separated from the adults and pushed into the kitchen. The kitchen is filled with children 

who are being forced to prepare food for the VIP guests in the adjacent dining room. Charlie is 

prevented from leaving the kitchen by a large Head Chef. Charlie also discovers that one of the smaller 

ambassadors has been mistaken for a child and conscripted to work in the kitchen. Together, they rally 

the children and overtake the Head Chef.  

Charlie learns from the ambassador that his sister is indeed on board, working alongside other children, 

patching leaks on one of the many hot air balloon compartments. Charlie also learns that the zeppelin is 

host to a landmark international summit on child labor. The only problem is that the Baron’s guards 

have trapped all of the foreign ambassadors who want to abolish child labor in a variety of service 

rooms throughout the ship. If Charlie really wants to help his sister, he needs to rescue those 

ambassadors so that they can get to the summit and free ALL of the children for good. 

Charlie embarks on this goal, and as Charlie finds the ambassadors and solves challenges to free them, 

they move to the summit room and the tide will begin to turn in favor of the kids. Along the way, Charlie 

is captured by the Baron’s guards and thrown into a kitchen store room turned Brig. Charlie learns from 

a former crewmember who shares the brig with him that the Baron has something sinister planed if the 

conference should not go his way. The crewmember doesn’t know exactly what it is, but he saw several 

of the Baron’s guards loading large tanks of fish into some of the compartments before the Zeppelin set 

off on its voyage. 

Charlie eventually escapes the brig and continues on his task of freeing all of the ambassadors. Once all 

five of the ambassadors are freed, the summit is concluded in favor of the kids, and child labor is 

abolished. As the resolution is passed, the head ambassador says “Effective immediately, all children on 

this Zeppelin are to be set free”. 

At that point the Baron’s men unleash the Baron’s backup plan: Giant amounts of fish are pumped 

through the Zeppelin’s many chimneys, spilling rotting sea life over the outer hull of the craft. Massive 

amounts of birds quickly flock to this spectacle, perching on the hull to eat the profundity of fish. This 

sudden increase in weight sends the zeppelin plummeting towards the ground. 

Charlie and his newly-freed sister Abigail must work with the five ambassadors to get to the Bellows 

room. The player must stack Charlie and all of the ambassadors onto giant bellows in an effort to stoke 

the fires burning in the central fireplaces. This increases the hot air output of all of the chimneys, which 

belch fire and smoke with increased ferocity, sending some of the fish and birds flying off the hull. But it 

looks as if it is too little too late as the Zeppelin continues to plummet towards the earth. At the last 

moment, though, Charlie finds a hidden bellows and begins to pump it himself, which increases  the  hot 

air output enough to create a small burst of extra lift and the zeppelin touches down safely.  

By the end of the adventure, Charlie has saved the entire blimp from the Baron’s evil hands and in so 

doing freed all of the children from conscripted labor. 



Adventure Goals 
Some high level goals to keep in mind while designing the level.  

 More chimneys. This connects to Charlie’s back story as a chimney sweep. We are starting ramp 

up the presence of his family, and this supports it in a very subconscious way. Also, the use of 

brick is a very Victorian thing that will create some interesting visual tension with the steel 

beams of the Zeppelin. 

 More kids seen working. Charlie gets to see kids working more. The kids are little agents in the 

game that give Charlie a lot of tips and help. They kind of rally around him, making the player 

feel admired and more of a hero. 

 Increase the game tension. The Baron is now aware of Charlie. Tension starts to build as we 

know that a confrontation is inevitable. The stakes are higher in this level. Charlie is confronted 

and even captured by the Baron’s guards. 

 More presence of the Baron felt.  The baron’s guards are throughout the ship. The baron has 

more at stake in this level, and his evil nature is more fully realized. 

 A bit more storytelling. Linear vs. Wide Open. Steamship was wide open, this adventure has a 

bit more linearity to some of the parts of it- to try and guide the player a bit more, increase the 

tension, and provide for some more specific storytelling as we start to arc towards the end of 

the game. 

  



 Adventure Flow 
 Intro Cinematic, Part 1 

o Stage Play cinematic. 

o Train levels train station, small hatch opens in top of train, and balloon flies out. 

o Balloon docks with giant double blimp Zeppelin. 

o Charlie is pulled into the kitchen while the rest of the VIP passengers make their way 

onto the train. 

 Liberating the Kitchen  

o  “In-game” style cinematic where camera pans over kitchen to setup the game space. 

The kitchen is filled with children engaged in all sorts of food preparation, dish washing, 

and other terrible tasks. Hans is present again; this time he is setup in some ridiculous 

contraption where he is beating a drum to set a rhythm for everyone to work. 

o There is a rather evil looking head chef adult, guarding the only door leading out of the 

kitchen. 

o The last shot of the cinematic shows the small sized ambassador being guarded by two 

large sized “bully” dolls. One of them nudges the ambassador in the stomach and says 

“Pipe down ambassador!” 

o Game starts and player is in the kitchen, in control of Charlie.  

o A kid is chattering in front of him “Help us get rid of the chef! “, “Those bullies are 

guarding someone who could help!” 

 Hint text “Distract the bullies” 

o The general idea is that directly doing something to the bully won’t be effective. If the 

bully is distracted to close to where he is guarding the ambassador, he will stay where 

he is, or return after a short time. To keep the bully away, the player must do something 

on the other side of the room. The level will generally be setup this way – with the 

bullies on one side, and the kids with the distraction abilities on the other side. 

o The bullies and the kitchen chef can never be stacked, because there are no medium 

sized dolls in the kitchen for Charlie to stack; all of the kitchen kid dolls are small, as is 

the ambassador. 

o Player can stack with a variety of different small-sized kitchen kid dolls and use their 

abilities to distract one of the bullies, who will come over to see what is going on. 

 Hint text “Distract the second bully!” 

o The player distracts the second bully in a similar manner to the first. 

o With both of the bullies distracted, this leaves the ambassador unguarded. The player 

can then talk to or stack with him. 

 Hint text “Find a way to rally the kids to overtake the chef”. 

o Ambassador chatters at Charlie as he gets close to provide some context on who he is. 

o Player stacks in ambassador. 

o Player uses ambassador’s “rally troops” ability. All non-bully children run at the head 

chef. 

o Cut to intro cinematic, part 2. 



 Intro Cinematic, part 2 

o Stage play cinematic. 

o Chef and bullies defeated. 

o Freed ambassador tells Charlie about the summit, and how he can help end child labor 

and free all of the kids, once and for all. 

 Primary Objectives Card 

o After the intro cinematic the primary objectives card pops up: “Find and free the 

ambassadors so they can attend the summit! 

o The card features images of the five foreign ambassadors. 

 Hint text: “Free the ambassadors so they can attend the summit.” 

 Upper Deck, Blimp 1 - The Dining Room 

o The kitchen door will be permanently open and the player can exit and go up the stairs 

to the dinner party going on in the main dining room. 

o This room is filled with the press, VIP guests, entertainers, and zeppelin staff. The Baron 

has invited all of these people to witness the results of the landmark summit on child 

labor – which he has rigged to go in his favor by trapping the ambassadors who are 

against child labor throughout the ship. 

o The drinks and appetizers are largely being delivered to the guests by the children, who 

have serving trays full of drinks and appetizers strapped to their heads. As usual, most of 

the adults are seemingly unaware of the children’s plight. Children will be used as 

servants throughout the zeppelin, and will offer Charlie encouragement and a lot of 

hints if he talks to them.  

 Zip Line 1 

o On one side of the dining room is a portal leading to the outside of the blimp. A zeppelin 

steward wearing a hat with a “hook” on top of it tells the player that this is the “quick 

access zip line”, and it can be used to travel to the other side of the zeppelin quickly. 

o The player will not be able to use the zip line until after they reach the dog track area in 

blimp 2, which contains the other side of the zip line. 

o The zeppelin steward will explain that the steward manning that side of the zip line has 

fallen asleep again, and someone needs to wake him up before they can safely operate 

the zip line. 

o Once active, the player will be able to use the zip line to quickly move between the two 

blimps, regardless of the doll that they are currently controlling. 

o The zip line crew member can never be stacked. 

 Air Exchange Room - Sink the Stink Challenge  

o The air exchange room is a service room at the end of the blimp. The Baron’s guards 

have mucked with the systems and the giant fans that normally blow fresh air through 

the room are instead pushing a giant stink cloud through the room, cutting it in half. 

o Trapped on the other side of stink cloud is a foreign ambassador that Charlie must free. 

 Hint text “Get rid of the Stink Cloud and free the ambassador” 

 Ambassador Exit Cinematic 



o After the player find the first solution for the Sink the Stink challenge, a stage play 

cinematic will show the ambassador leaving the room and joining the other ambassador 

(freed from the kitchen) at the summit table. 

 Lower Deck, Blimp 1 

o Stairs lead down from the Sink the Stink challenge area to the lower deck of the first 

blimp. This area is filled with VIP passenger cabins and offers the player a chance to 

explore the space a bit and find a unique doll or two before proceeding to the next 

challenge. 

o The sky bridge connects to one wall of the lower deck. 

 Sky Bridge / Summit Room 

o The Sky Bridge connects blimp 1 and blimp 2 on their lower decks. 

o At the center of the Sky Bridge is the Ivory Tower Conference Room, where the summit 

on child labor is taking place. 

o A large conference table is in the center of the room with four evil-looking lobbyist dolls 

on one side. These dolls represent a variety of pro child labor organizations and are here 

on the Baron’s invitation. 

o On the opposite side of the table are five seats. Any ambassadors that the player has 

freed from the challenges will be sitting in the seats – the rest will be empty. 

o The dolls at the table will be chattering arguments for and against child labor back and 

forth across the table. This will be funny, but kind of tragic, dialog. 

o Against one wall is a “doll version” of the “scales of justice”. One side represents the pro 

child labor and the other side represents pro child freedom. 

o As the player frees more ambassadors, and they take their seats at the table, the scales 

will begin to tip in favor of child freedom. 

o The opposite side of the sky bridge from where the player entered connects to the 

lower deck of blimp 2. 

 Lower Deck, Blimp 2 

o The connection from the Sky Bridge terminates in a “T” intersection. A closed door is on 

the left, and a boarded up hallway is on the right. 

o A member of the Zeppelin crew stands here, and will explain to the player that the 

closed door is another one of those annoying stuck doors that needs to be opened from 

the other side. He also informs the player that the other hallway connects to the same 

places, but has been temporarily boarded up by the Baron’s Guards – although he’s not 

sure why. He mentions that a really small doll could squeeze through the boards. 

o Like the hatch in the dining room on blimp 1, the player will be able to open the closed 

door when they approach it from the other side, making for quicker future traversals of 

the space.  

o The only way forward at this point is for the player is to unstack down to Charlie and 

move in under the boards and into the hallway on the right. 

 The Boarded Hallway and the Baron’s Guards 



o As the player moves into the hallway, they see equipment boxes chaotically scattered 

about, including a lot of crates relating to fish tanks and water pumps. 

o As the player rounds a corner, they will be surprised by a few XXLarge Baron’s Guards, 

who rush at Charlie from multiple sides chattering, “That’s the runt that the boss was 

talking about! Get him!” 

o The player can run away from them for a short while, but as soon as the guards get 

within a short radius of Charlie, the game cuts to the “Charlie Captured” cinematic. 

 Charlie Captured Cinematic 

o Stage play cinematic. 

o This is a quick scene that shows two Baron’s guards marching Charlie across the stage 

and throwing him into an open door, which slams shut behind him. 

 The “Break out of the Brig”  Challenge  

o After the cinematic, the player is in control of Charlie and is inside a storage room with a 

large locked, guarded door. 

o Also trapped in the room with the player are a crew member and another one of the 

foreign ambassadors. 

o The player must find a way out of the brig. The first time he does so, he also frees the 

foreign ambassador. 

 Hint text “Break out of the brig and take the ambassador with you!” 

 Ambassador Exit Cinematic 

o After the player find the first solution for the Break out of the Brig challenge, a stage 

play cinematic will show the ambassador leaving the room and joining any other 

previously freed ambassadors at the summit table. 

 Leaving the Brig 

o Once the player gets out of the brig, he will be on the opposite side of the hallway from 

the guards and can proceed through the rest of blimp 2 without being recaptured. 

o If he player gets recaptured by the guards by going back to the boarded up hallway area, 

they can find additional solutions for the brig challenge, just like any other challenge.  

o On the other side of the brig is a stairway leading up to the Upper Deck of blimp 2. 

o As the player moves through this area, they will notice several large fish tanks, and pipes 

running along the ceilings that are slowly dripping water. 

 Upper Deck, Blimp 2 - Dog Race Track 

o The majority of the upper deck of blimp 2 is filled with a large dog race track, which 

serves as entertainment for the rich guests. A large sign announces that the “1st annual 

24 hour dog race” is underway. 

o A series of catwalks and a room overlook the dog track. 

o The track itself is oval shaped, and a cluster of small size greyhound dolls give endless 

chase to a medium rabbit doll that is attached to the back of a bellows-powered car 

driving around the track. 

o A perimeter fence stops any dolls bigger than Charlie from getting into the track area. 



o There are also a second set of stairs that lead back down to the lower deck of blimp 2, 

where the player can open the second “stuck” door that they encountered near the “T” 

intersection of the boarded up hallway. 

 The “Stop the Car”  Challenge  

o The player must find a way to stop the bellows-powered car that is circling the track. 

o The bellows powered car is driven by two monkeys, which have been trained to 

mindlessly pump the car around the track until the end of the race. 

 Hint text “Stop the bellows car and free the ambassador” 

 Ambassador Exit Cinematic 

o After the player find the first solution for the Stop the Car challenge, a stage play 

cinematic will show the ambassador leaving the room and joining any other previously 

freed ambassadors at the summit table. 

 Zip Line 2 

o On one wall of the dog track area is the second zip line portal. A sleeping zeppelin crew 

member is in front of it. 

o The crew member is slumped against the wall and cannot be captured, but he will wake 

up as soon as the player talks to him or uses any ability on him. Once he is awake, the 

zip line can be used from both sides. The zip line crew member can never be stacked. 

o To use the zip line, the player talks to the crew member and a dialog box will pop up 

asking the player if they want to use the zip line to quickly travel to the other blimp. 

o If the player selects “yes”, a short cinematic will play showing the player’s doll zipping 

across a wire suspended above the sky bridge to the other blimp. 

 The “Open the Gate” Challenge 

o On the far side of the dog race track is an area leading to the Royal Baggage Check. 

o Protecting the baggage check area is a gate and tower, which resemble a castle 

constructed out of children’s blocks.  An ambassador is trapped on the other side of the 

gate. 

o A gate keeper is up on the tower, and has orders to keep the gate closed.   

o The player must find a way to open the gate so that they can free the foreign 

ambassador. 

 Hint text “Open the gate and free the ambassador” 

 Ambassador Exit Cinematic 

o After the player find the first solution for the Open the gate challenge, a stage play 

cinematic will show the ambassador leaving the room and joining any other previously 

freed ambassadors at the summit table. 

 Outro cinematic, part 1 

o After the player has freed all five of the foreign ambassadors, the outro cinematic, part 

1, will play. 

o Charlie and the ambassadors cheer their success in the summit room. One of the 

ambassadors announces over the ship’s P.A. system that all children “are to be set free 

immediately.” 



o In the lower deck of the zeppelin, a few of the baron’s guards activate the baron’s 

contingency plan, which involves pumping enormous amounts of fish through the 

zeppelin’s hot air chimney system. This spills fish all over the exterior of the blimp, 

attracting hoards of pelicans. 

o The pelicans all land on the blimp to eat the fish. Their added weight is too much for the 

airship to handle, and it begins to plummet toward the ground. 

o As Charlie and the ambassadors are discussing what to do Charlie’s sister Abigail runs 

into the summit room and chatters “I think I know how to save the ship, Charlie! Get all 

of the ambassadors and open that emergency door to the bellows room!” 

 Hint text “Stack the ambassadors together and open the emergency door” 

 The Bellows Room 

o The player stacks together all five of the ambassadors and uses the XXLarge 

ambassador’s “Key to the City” ability to open a previously unlock able emergency door 

in the summit room.  

o Abigail and the player make their way along a catwalk on the outside of the blimp to the 

bellows room, which is located on the upper deck of blimp 1. 

o Once inside, player will be in front of a giant bellows contraption. They are six pads and 

a bunch of bellows all strung together. 

o Abigail chatters “If you get the bellows all working in sequence, it should generate 

enough lift to stop the blimp from falling. “ 

o The player can take the ambassadors over to the pad of the correct size and stack them 

onto the bellows pad. The player can then unstack out of the bellows pad, leaving the 

ambassador behind, who will start pumping the bellows to stoke the fire. The player 

repeats this until all ambassadors are on pads of the appropriate size and all of the 

bellows are being pumped. 

o Once the player gets all of the ambassadors on pads, Abigail will say “Charlie, it’s still not 

enough lift. Jump on that little [hidden pad] to give it a bit more. Only you can fit there!” 

o Player takes Charlie to the [hidden pad] that only Charlie’s small size can access and 

rapidly presses the A button. 

o Cut to in-game camera, to show all of the bellows pumping to the same beat. 

o Cut to outro cinematic, part 2. 

 Outro Cinematic, part 2 

o Show exterior of blimp with birds and fish on it. A bigger fire erupts out of the chimney 

stacks in a dramatic way, and many birds fly off out of fear. 

o The blimp’s descent dramatically slows and it gently sits down on the ground at the last 

possible minute. It lands safely just outside of the train station. 

o Cut to bellows room. Abigail tells Charlie that he “saved everyone”. 

o Abigail tells Charlie of the Baron’s new train that their brother is on, and that she 

doesn’t think this resolution will stop the baron. If anything, it will give him more 

resolve. 

 Zeppelin Landed State 



o After the Zeppelin is landed, the level will still be fully playable. As usually, several dolls 

will have new dialog and behaviors. 

o New hatches will open up on either blimp of the zeppelin, and a train conductor waits to 

take the player back to the train station at their convenience.  

 Baron Cinematic 2 

o When player returns to the train station, he gets a new baron cinematic 

o Shows baron’s frustration with Charlie, and with the passage of that ridiculous law 

against child labor.  

o “It’s time to move my operations to another place, where the laws are more industry 

friendly”.  The Baron plans to take his entire staff of child labor to his industrial 

platform, positioned in international waters. 

o Baron tells his guards to load the remainder of the kids onto the flagship train of his 

fleet – the Triple Decker Tank Engine.  

o The baron also asks if they managed to acquire his “safe guard” from that little runt 

(implying Charlie’s family). They guards say “yes” and the Baron laughs evilly – somehow 

hint that its Charlie’s family that he has captured. 

 

  



Primary Matched Stacking Set 

Foreign Ambassadors 
Represent a diverse array of different races here – African, Asian, middle eastern, American (LINCOLN) – 

all for pro child’s rights. 

How do they have visual unity together? Certainly in color scheme. But also all wear the same hat? Like 

they’re wearing a uniform of unity or something? An arm band as well (make sure and sidestep the Nazi 

connotation).  

Kaiser Wroll – from the German Ministry for Child Labor and Quality Cheese 

Description goes here! 

 Size : XXLarge (Size 5) 

 Nationality: German, Male 

 Challenge: Sink the Stink 

 Appearance: 

 Ability:  “Key to the city”. He uses this ability twice in the ending sequence to open closed off areas 

to get to the Bellows Room. It would be nice to put other small rooms for the player to open in the 

“Safety Landed” game state. One of them could have a unique doll behind it. Maybe Hans’ sister “I 

followed him onboard, but then got accidentally locked in here at the start of the voyage!”. 

Something African – zulu influence? 

Description goes here! 

 Size : Xlarge (Size 4) 

 Challenge: Open the gate 

 Nationality: African (exact state TBD), Female 

 Appearance: Exotic dress full of patterns. 

 Ability: Leap to Conclusion. When used, she does a large “slinky jump” covering a good amount of 

distance in the direction that the player was facing. This ability is good for quick navigation through 

a level. 

Abraham Lincoln Parody  

Description goes here! 

 Size : Large (Size 3) 

 Challenge: Break out of the Brig 

 Nationality: American 

 Appearance: Looks a bit like Abraham Lincoln. Carries a giant crowquill pen. His top hat is also a 

bottle of ink. 

 Ability: The Pen is Mightier… When used, he quickly dips his pen in his ink hat and scribbles on a 

nearby doll, covering the target doll with an inky signature. 



 

Tardu Mustafa – Arabic 

Description goes here! 

 Size : Medium (Size 2) 

 Challenge: Stop that Car! 

 Nationality: Turk 

 Appearance: White robes and turban hat. His turban hat doubles as a stamp. 

 Ability: Official Seal. When used, his hat stamp flips off and stamps the nearest doll, leaving a red 

wax seal stamp on their torso. 

 

French 

Description goes here! 

 Size : Small (Size 1) 

 Challenge: Kitchen 

 Nationality: French 

 Appearance: Napoleon-esque 

 Ability:  Rally Troops! Nearby dolls form in a grid in front of him. In the kitchen challenge, it’s used to 

get all of the kids to take down the chef. 

 

  



Key Area Descriptions 
The following are brief descriptions of the key areas in the Zeppelin. The remainder of the space is 

occupied by some guest cabins and small service rooms. 

Kitchen 

 The kitchen is staffed entirely by children and overseen by an ill-tempered Head Chef. The chef 

has appointed two fat bullies to be his lieutenants, who help to keep the many laboring children 

in line. 

 The children who work in the kitchen have all manner of cooking instruments and utensils 

festooned to their heads, and are busily preparing appetizers for the VIP diner party going on in 

the dining room, located upstairs from the kitchen. 

 There is only one exit out of the kitchen, which is secured by the head chef. On the other side of 

the exit are stairs leading up to the Zephyr Dining Room. 

 The room is mainly off-whites and charcoal gray, with dots of color for the various bits of food. 

Some of the Zeppelin’s supporting structure is visible in this room, giving everything a more 

industrial feel than previous locations in Stacking. 

The Zephyr Dining Room 

 The dining room occupies the majority of the first blimp. Four large hot air balloons, each 

powered by a four sided-fireplace, run down the center of the room. The fireplaces generate hot 

air that in turn inflates the balloons, which are ultimately responsible for keeping the zeppelin in 

the air. 

 A dinner party for the press and VIP guests in underway in the dining room. Entertainers, such as 

musicians, mimes, and opera singers are among the crowd. The zeppelin crew man several 

buffet tables of food. 

 Children, with drink and appetizer trays strapped to their heads, shuffle through the crowd as 

servants. Another group of children, including Charlie’s sister Agatha, hang suspended from the 

ceiling of this vacuous room by their feet. They each hold long cleaning brushes which they use 

to keep the hot air balloons nice and shiny and free from dirt and debris. 

 Located high up in the dining room are a few “Zephyr Dining Tables”. These tables are 

suspended from the ceiling, and VIP guests can sit “among the clouds” and enjoy their dinner. 

Special balloon-hated Zeppelin crew members hover up and down from the tables, attending to 

the guests. 

 An impressive array of windows lines one side of the Zeppelin, offering a commanding view of 

the outside. 

 On the far side of the dining room is a hallway that leads to the air exchange room service areas. 

 Near the stairs where the player ascends to the dining room for the kitchen is the bellows room. 

Large windows offer the player a view into this service room, but there is not obvious entrance. 

 There is a zip line connector in one wall of this area, which the player can choose to take for a 

quick trip to the other blimp (the high altitude dog race track). 

 The art deco and industrial styling of the zeppelin interior are offset by archetypal Victorian 

elements such as brick, wall paper, and carpets.  



Air Exchange Room 

 The relative opulence of the dining room gives way to a more industrial looking service corridor, 

containing a few service rooms. The walls and doorways of these rooms angle towards the 

player, giving the feeling that something is “looking over” the player and weighing down on 

them. These architectural forms are used to increase the tension in this level. 

 The biggest of these rooms is the “air exchange room”, which has been tampered with by the 

Baron’s guards to exhaust a stink cloud through the room, dividing it in half.  One of the foreign 

ambassadors is trapped behind the stink cloud. 

 This is the site of the “Sink the Stink” challenge. 

Sky Bridge / the Ivory Tower Summit Room 

 The sky bridge is an enclosed area that connects the two blimps that make up the zeppelin. 

 The center of the sky bridge is occupied by the Ivory Tower Summit Room, where the 

international summit on child labor is underway. 

 Seated on one side of the table are four pro-child labor lobbyists from a variety of dubious 

organizations. There are here on the Baron’s request, and are currently in control of the summit. 

 On the other side of the table are five seats where the pro child freedom foreign ambassadors 

would sit, if they had not been trapped behind a variety of hazards by the Baron’s guards. As the 

player solves challenges and frees the ambassadors, they will take seats around the table. 

 One wall of the summit room is dominated by large windows that provide a view of the outside 

sky as well as both blimps. 

 On the other wall of the summit room is a large “scales of justice” sculpture. One of the scales 

represents the pro child labor side, while the scale on the other side represents the pro child 

freedom side. As the player solves challenges and frees ambassadors, the scales will gradually 

begin to tip in the pro child freedom direction. When the player frees all five ambassadors, the 

scales will slam all of the way to the pro child freedom side. 

Brig 

 After the player is captured by the Baron’s guards, he is thrown in a kitchen storeroom that has 

been converted to a brig. This is the site of the “Break out of the Brig” challenge. 

 The room itself is filled with lots of boxes of food supplies and equipment. Many of the supplies 

are still in boxes and are piled up high against the walls of the room. 

 A very large steel door is the only obvious exit out of this room. Near the top of the door is a 

sliding viewport. Near the bottom of the door is a bigger sliding “food tray” door. 

 The ship’s recreation officer and a foreign ambassador are also imprisoned here. 

The High Altitude Dog Race Track 

 The majority of the second blimp is taken up by a large oval dog racing track. The “1st annual 24 

hour dog race” is underway, and several VIP guests, members of the press, and zeppelin crew 

are in this area, watching the spectacle.  

 An odd bellows powered car, driven by trained monkeys, races around the track. On the back of 

the bellows car is a decoy rabbit doll. Several greyhound dog dolls give chase to the rabbit. 



 One of the foreign ambassadors is strapped to the front of the car. 

 This is the site of the “Stop that car” challenge. 

 Like the dining room, several children are serving drinks and appetizers here. 

 Also like the dining room, four large hot air balloons powered by fireplaces are placed along the 

center of this area. 

 There is a zip line connector in one wall of this area, which the player can choose to take for a 

quick trip to the other blimp (the Zephyr dining room). 

 Although this area is fancier than the service rooms found throughout the zeppelin, it is a bit of 

a step down from the dining room. The raceway gives it a sporting event feel, complete with 

astro turf in the center of the track. 

The Royal Baggage Check 

 To one side of the dog track is a baggage check area, which is closed off by a gate. 

  A guard stands atop a tower which is constructed from kid’s toy blocks, creating a nice diorama 

feel. 

 One of the foreign ambassadors is trapped on the other side of the gate. 

 This is the site of the “Open the Gate” challenge 

Bellows Room 

 Located on the end of the first blimp is the bellows room.  This is an emergency service room 

featuring five bellows, matching the doll sizes up to this point (small to XXlarge). The bellows are 

connected to a large furnace that pipes into the ship’s main hot air power flow. This room can 

be used in emergencies to generate extra lift. 

 The player can see into the bellows room through windows from the dining room, but there is 

no obvious way in. The only way into the bellows room is from an exterior doorway that can 

only be accessed by a catwalk that runs along the outside of the blimp. 

 The bellows room is the site of the final gameplay area in the adventure, where the player uses 

all five of the ambassadors to pump all of the bellows in the room to give the zeppelin some 

extra lift and avoid crashing into the ground. 

 

  



Liberating the Kitchen 
When the player first arrives on the Zeppelin, they are shoved into the kitchen to work alongside the 

other children. A XLarge head chef guards the kitchen door, and won’t let anyone out. Two other large 

“bully” kids guard a small ambassador in the corner of the room. Through in-game dialog, hint text and 

setup cinematics, the player is told to find a way to distract both bullies so that they can free the 

ambassador. 

In order to leave the kitchen and experience the rest of the adventure, the player must distract both 

bullies, stack with the ambassador, and use his ability to rally the kids and defeat the head chef. This 

sequence adds some tension to the adventure right up front and creates some time for more 

storytelling. Not only does the player get more “face time” with the kids that he is saving, but after 

defeating the chef, the ambassador gives the player more details about what is really going on in the 

zeppelin, and details the player’s primary objectives. 

 

 To distract the bullies, the player must stack with one of three kitchen kids and use their 

abilities. These kids will stand out from the rest of the kids because they will be the only kids 

with large accessories on their heads.  

 The kitchen kids abilities are: 



o “Shake Pepper”. This kid has a large pepper shaker on 

her head. If the player does this around other kids, 

they will start to sneeze loudly, causing a lot of noise 

that will distract the bullies. If the player shakes the 

pepper in the bullies face he’ll chatter “That won’t 

work on me. Get lost!” The chef will have a similar 

response. 

o “Tea Whistle”. This kid has a large teapot on his head. 

When he uses this ability, The lid of the tea pot will 

pop up, a jet of steam will shout out the spout and 

loud and annoying whistle will sound. Any nearby kids 

will be surprised. If the players uses this right on the 

bullies they’ll tell him to “knock it off” but won’t leave 

their post (unless the player is far enough away). The 

chef responds to this ability by telling the kid to get 

back to work. 

o “Mix Batter”. This is 

Hans, returning yet 

again! This time he 

has a mixing bowl and 

hand mixer on his 

head. If the player 

presses the button 

once, the mixer will 

barely move, but if the 

player pumps the 

button, the mixer will 

move faster and 

faster, sending a 

particle spray of 

batter out. The 

particles fade quickly, 

and don’t cover any of 

the environment, but it makes a really annoying noise and looks chaotic. 

 Most of the kitchen kids are in the center of the room, using their abilities around a large 

kitchen table in the preparation of food. 

 When the player uses the right ability to distract a bully, they will chatter something and walk 

over to where the ability was used and chatter some more insulting dialog telling the kid to pipe 

down. 

 After about 10 seconds, the bully will return to his post near the ambassador. 



 Because there are two bullies that must be distracted in turn, this makes this sequence a bit of a 

time challenge; the player must distract the second bully before the first bully returns to his 

post. A perfect distraction sequence would be: 

o Player stacks Kitchen Kid A and moves to a place not right next to the bullys post. 

o Player uses kitchen kid A’s ability. 

o Bully 1 chatters something and comes over to investigate. 

o Player stacks out of that kitchen kid and stacks with Kitchen Kid B. 

o Player uses Kitchen Kid B’s ability anywhere not right next to the bully’s post. Player 

must do this before Bully 1 returns to his post. 

o Bully 2 chatters something and comes over to investigate. 

  If the player manages to distract both bullies at the same time, the ambassador will hop down 

from his shelf and move to an area that the bullies are not guarding, giving the player free 

access to the ambassador. 

 Once the player stacks with the ambassador, they can use his “Rally Troops” ability, which 

causes all of the children to stop what they are doing and run towards the head chef. 

 Cut to outro 2 cinematic, which shows the kids tying up the bullies and the head chef and the 

ambassador gives the player their primary objectives. After the cinematic ends, the primary 

objectives tutorial card is displayed. The kitchen door is now open, and the chef and bullies are 

bound in a corner. The player is free to take the stairs up to the dining room. 

 

Primary Challenge Descriptions 
 

“Get Rid of the Gas” Challenge  

Summary 

The Baron’s guards have opened a gas leak in the sewage pump and routed it the air exchange room 

near the aft of the blimp. Massive fans move a toxic green looking stink cloud through the middle of the 

room, keeping one of the ambassadors, Kaiser Wroll, trapped in the back half of the room. The player 

must find a way to get rid of the stink cloud so that the Kaiser can escape and attend the summit. 

This challenge area has the following features: 

 The challenge takes place in an industrial looking Air Exchange Room located at the aft section 

of blimp 1, just past the dinner party. 

 Large fans in the walls blow a toxic stink cloud through the middle of the room, dividing it in 

two. 

 One of the ambassadors, Kaiser Wroll (size 5) has been trapped behind the stink cloud on the far 

side of the room. After the player finds the first solution for this challenge, the ambassador will 

leave to attend the summit. 

 Yellow warning tape on the ground marks the area of effect of the stink cloud. 



 Unless the player is using certain special dolls (see solutions below), they will make a gagging 

and coughing sound if they enter the stink cloud. If they do not leave the cloud within a few 

seconds, they will faint and fall over. The screen will fade to black, and then fade up with the 

player back near the entrance.  The Kaiser’s assistant will chatter to the player “I managed to 

pull you out of that stinky cloud! Watch yourself!” 

 A large red button behind glass with a sign that reads “Break in case of emergency” is on the far 

wall near the Kaiser. 

 On one side of the room, an elevated catwalk runs along near one of the large wall fans. 

 Adjacent to the Air Exchange Room is another, smaller room with a locked door that reads “Fan 

Service Room”. 

 

Challenge Introduction 

The Kaiser’s assistant is standing just outside of the door leading to the air exchange room and chatters 

as the player gets near. He tells the player of the Kaiser’s plight and asks for his help. The assistant’s 

dialog will change as the player finds more solutions, updating him on his progress and encouraging him 

to find more solutions. “I’m sure the Kaiser would love it if you could get rid of all of the gas”.  

The assistant will also fictionally be responsible for pulling any fainting players out of the stink cloud and 

back to the entrance of the challenge should they enter it without the right doll. 

As with all of the challenge introduction dolls, the assistant cannot be stacked with and is generally not 

affected by most abilities. 

Solution Found / Reset Sequence 

Each Challenge has a repeatable sequence that plays out whenever the player finds a solution and the 

challenge resets.  

 Player meets solution criteria. 

 Solution cinematic plays (described at the end of each solution). 

 Screen fades to black. 

 Challenge resets 

 Player is teleported to the closets reset waypoint and stacked down to Charlie. 

 Screen fades up from black. 

 Solution HUD displays a, highlighting which solution the player as found for the challenge. 

 Player is free to try challenge again or leave. 

 

Solutions 

 Solution 1: A Blast of Sweet Air (Easy) 

o Player stacks Felicity Fowler in the Dinner Party and brings her into the air exchange 

room.  

o Player moves close to stink cloud and uses her “pass potpourri” ability. 



o Cut to cinematic that shows her pink potpourri cloud being swept up into the stink cloud 

and changing it from disgusting green into a pleasing peach color. 

o Solution Found / Reset Sequence. 

 

 Solution 2: Opera Sucks (Easy) 

o Player stacks Opera Singer Wilhelmina in the Dinner Party and brings her into the air 

exchange room.  

o When she uses her “sing” ability, she takes a big suck in of air before singing, which 

makes an effect similar to the fan in the lounge challenge. 

o Player moves her near the stink cloud and user her ability. 

o Cut to cinematic that shows the stinky gas being sucked into her as she starts her singing 

cycle. She faints and falls over after sucking the stink cloud from the room. 

o Solution Found / Reset Sequence. 

 

 Solution 3: Override Up High (Medium) 

o Next to the main air exchange room, is a door leading to another room that is labeled 

“Fan Service Room”. 

o The door is locked shut and will not open. 

o The door has a small opening near the bottom, at Charlie’s height.  

o Player stacks down to Charlie and can enter. 

o Inside the room, three different maintenance men (small, medium, and large sizes) are 

on catwalks against the wall doing inspections. They are different elevations, with the 

small one being closest to the ground.  

o The player can stack with the small doll and is now on the elevated catwalk. 

o The medium doll is walking back and forth on his catwalk and the player must wait until 

his back is turned, and then can stack into him. 

o The large doll is on the highest catwalk in the room and is also walking around. The 

player must time his stack again and is now on the top catwalk. Note that the catwalks 

that the maintenance men are all on have railings that prevent the player from falling 

off or unstacking down. 

o Player can move through an access way in the wall and emerge in the main air exchange 

room, on a high catwalk, next to one of the fans that is blowing the stink into the room. 

o Next to the fan is a “power switch”. 

o Player uses the maintenance man’s “maintain” ability on the power switch. 

o Cut to cinematic that shows all of the fans stopping, and the stink gas dispersing. 

o Solution Found / Reset Sequence. 

 

 Solution 4: Bun in the oven (hard) 

o Located across from the Air Exchange Room is a room that is labeled “Emergency 

Room”. Inside the player can find and stack with the Hazard Suit Doll (Size 4). 



o Player and finds stacks with VIPFemaleLarge, of which there are a few near the entrance 

to the emergency room. The player then stacks her into the Hazard Suit Doll. 

o The hazard suit is immune to the effects of all gasses. 

o The player crosses through the stink cloud to the other side. 

o On one of the walls is a big red button, beneath a sheet of glass. A large label that reads 

“Smash in case of emergency” sits above it. 

o Player unstacks out of the Hazard Suit and down to the VIPFemaleLarge. 

o Player uses her “purse smash” on the button. 

o Cut to cinematic that shows the glass breaking, all of the fans stopping, and the stink gas 

dispersing. 

o Solution Found / Reset Sequence. 

 

 

Solution Hint Summary 

 Posters for opera will be on some of the nearby walls in the corridor outside the air exchange 

room. 

 If the player uses Meriwether Malodor flatulates directly into the stink cloud, he will chatter to 

the player to help guide them towards the correct solutions: 

o  “I think I just made it worse. We need something sweet to kill that stench” (hint for the 

Potpourri Cloud solution). 

All Solutions Found State 

 Fans will no longer be operational, and there will no longer be a stink cloud. 

 Ambassador assistant will have dialog confirming the player’s accomplishments. 

  



“Break out of the Brig” Challenge 

Summary 

This challenge happens when Charlie gets caught by the Baron’s Guard. Charlie will be caught at least 

once as part of the standard mission flow. The player can choose to get caught again (or if they are not 

careful) to solve more challenges. If Charlie is caught (the Baron’s guard gets within a certain radius of 

him), the screen fades to black and fades up and Charlie finds himself in a locked make-shift brig. 

A standard Challenge HUD will come up. It’s a gating challenge with multiple solutions, but the player 

must find at least one of them to get out.  Note that after the player has been captured for the first 

time, additional Baron’s guards will be spawned in several of the rooms throughout the Zeppelin. They 

are alert to his presence on the ship, and they will chase Charlie if he is nearby. If they manage to get to 

Charlie before he can get a certain radius away from them or stack inside another doll, the player will be 

captured again and thrown in the brig. 

This challenge area has the following features: 

 This room was originally a storage room and is filled with boxes and crates.  

 The one door out of the brig has a sliding viewport at the eye level of the door guard (XXLarge). 

 The brig has a large scale bicycle horn positioned on the opposite wall from the door which is 

clearly labeled with a sign that reads “call guard”. Connected to the base of the horn is a bellows 

pad. When a small doll stacks onto the bellows pad and jumps up and down, the horn will honk. 

 The former recreation officer of the ship (small size) is imprisoned here as well. He is used in 

some of the solutions, provides hints to the player, and provides a little more back story on the 

Baron’s involvement in the whole affair. 

 One of the ambassadors (large - size 3) has been imprisoned here as well. The ambassador 

cannot be stacked and is not directly used in any of the challenge solutions. After the player 

finds the first solution for this challenge, the ambassador will leave to attend the summit. 

 If the player talks to the ambassador, he will ask the player to escape and that should distract 

the guard long enough for him to find his own way out. 

 The recreation officer will have some dialog about not wanting to leave the brig – that he’s 

working on a plan to setup a secret “underground railroad”, although he’s not sure what that is. 

Challenge Introduction 

As the screen fades up after the player has been captured, a short in-game cinematic will show the 

guard sliding the viewport in the door shut and the player standing in the room next to the ambassador 

and the recreation officer. Each will chatter a short introduction the player.  

Solution Found / Reset Sequence 

 The normal reset sequence isn’t needed, because the player cannot elect to return to the brig 

once he leaves. 

 Once Charlie leaves the room, the solution HUD will come down, and the challenge will reset, 

but it is not necessary to fade the screen to black and move the player. 



 If, after escaping, the player returns to the door where the guard is, he will go after Charlie and 

throw him in the brig again. 

Solutions 

 Solution 1: Out of the Frying Pan (easy) 

o In one corner of the room is a chimney with a fire that is providing warmth. 

o On the other side of the fire is a small hole leaving the brig that only Charlie can fit into. 

o Player stacks up to the medium Fire Chief Russell doll. 

o Player uses his ability to put out the fire. 

o Player stacks down to Charlie and exits through the hole in the back of the fireplace. 

o Solution Found / Reset Sequence. 

 Solution 2: Birdman of Brig (easy) 

o In the store room where Charlie is in are many containers of a variety of games, letters 

and other items confiscated from children, including some candy tins, located on top of 

some boxes. 

o In the top corner of the room, outside of Charlie’s stacking distance is a small-sized bird 

in a makeshift nest. 

o Near the bird’s nest is an air vent, which exits the room. 

o Leading up to the candy tins is a line of dominoes. 

o The player can use any doll to push the dominoes over, and they will all topple and 

knock down the candy tin on top of the crate, spilling candy onto the ground. 

o The bird will fly down and eat the grain. 

o  It will remain there, pecking at the grain indefinitely (until the challenge is reset). 

o Charlie can stack inside the Small-sized bird. 

o The player uses the “fly to nest” ability to fly up to the nest. 

o The player can then leave the brig through the vent, which exits into a nearby corridor. 

o Solution Found / Reset Sequence. 

 Solution 3: Slip Up (medium) 

o Near the door is a vintage roller skate. 

o The player must stack up to the large doll in the room. 

o Player uses the large doll to push the skate in front of the door. 

o Player stacks down to Charlie. 

o Player approaches guard horn, which highlights in blue. 

o Player stacks into guard horn, which calls the guard. 

o Cinematic plays showing guard coming into room, tripping over skate and falling. 

o In the cinematic, Charlie runs out of the door while the guard is on the floor. 

o Solution Found / Reset Sequence. 

Solution Hint Summary 

 Talking to the recreation officer will generate several hints: 

o He’ll mention the “Call guard” horn and the way it works. 



o He’ll mention the bird that is taken up residence here, and wonders if there’s any way to 

get him to fly down. 

o He’ll mention something about fragile bottles. 

 Anytime a player stacks the recreation officer onto a bellows pad of any sort and doesn’t use his 

ability within a few seconds, he will chatter “If I want to call the guard, I'll need to start pumping 

these bellows.” 

All Solutions Found State 

 After the player has found all the solutions (which can only happen if it he’s been caught and 

escaped that same number of times), the prison goes into its “all solutions found state”, which 

just means that the lock on the door broke and the player can just walk right out. That is our 

insurance that if the player gets caught after he’s already solved all of the solutions he won’t be 

trapped inside. He can still get caught, but will walk right out. 

 The guard is also no longer at his station. 

 The recreation officer is standing outside of the room and can be taken anywhere on the 

zeppelin, if the player chooses. 

“Open the Gate” Challenge 

Summary 

The Baron’s Guards have imprisoned one of the ambassadors in the hat check area. The hat check area 

is enclosed behind a medieval looking tower and gate. An XXLarge zeppelin steward wearing a large 

beefeater hat acts as the gate keeper. A large rope is attached to his hat and connects to a gate opening 

mechanism. He has been told that he must fulfill his labor contract of 97 consecutive hours of service if 

he is to get his retirement benefits. He’s 84 hours in, and he’s not stopping his job for anyone. 

The player must find a way to open the gate so that the ambassador who is held prisoner can leave and 

attend the summit. 

This challenge area has the following features: 

 The entire cargo area has a medieval castle/keep feel. Various signs are posted around that say 

things like “Royal Baggage Check” 

 A short way into the cargo space is a small “castle wall” made of children’s building blocks.  

 A large scale bicycle chain/pulley system sits above the gate, acting as the mechanism by which 

it is open and closed. A rope leads from the gate over to the hat of the nearby gate keeper. 

 To open the gate, the gate keeper walks to the side, which pulls on the rope and opens the gate. 

 The gate keeper is completely inaccessible to the player on his tower. 

 When the gate is in its closed position, there are Charlie sized gaps in the bottom of the gate. 

The player can take Charlie onto the other side of the gate this way. 

 The patterns of the wood and iron on the gate resemble underwear. 



 

 

Challenge Introduction 

An ambassador’s assistant stands near the gate. In the challenge intro cinematic, the gate is closed. A 

maintenance man walks over to the gate and chatters “I’m here for the inspection”. The gate keeper 

walks to the other side of his tower, opening the gate. The maintenance man goes in, and the guard 

walks back, which closes the gate behind him.  

The ambassador assistant will chatter some of the usual setup for the challenge, telling the player about 

the trapped ambassador. 

 

Solution Found / Reset Sequence 

Each Challenge has a repeatable sequence that plays out whenever the player finds a solution and the 

challenge resets.  

 Player meets solution criteria. 

 Solution cinematic plays (described at the end of each solution). 

 Screen fades to black. 

 Challenge resets 

 Player is teleported to the closets reset waypoint and stacked down to Charlie. 

 Screen fades up from black. 

 Solution HUD displays a, highlighting which solution the player as found for the challenge. 



 Player is free to try challenge again or leave. 

 

Solutions 

 Solution 1: Inside Job(easy) 

o Player stacks down to Charlie and passes under the gate, using small holes. 

o Player sees maintenance man (from the challenge intro cinematic), looking at an area of 

the back side of the gate, where part of the mechanism is exposed. The maintenance 

man is chattering to himself “Hmm…the gate opening mechanism looks fine to me…” 

o Player stacks with maintenance man. 

o Player uses maintenance man’s “maintain” ability on gate mechanism. 

o Cut to in-game cinematic that shows gate opening up. 

o Solution found/ reset sequence 

 Solution 2: Rock-a-bye Guardy (medium) 

o Player takes silent film actor (Donald Capulet) doll near baggage check area, where the 

gate keeper can see him. 

o Player uses actor’s monologue ability, which puts nearby dolls to sleep. 

o Gate keeper falls asleep, and his large head knocks into the lever which opens the gate. 

o Cut to in-game cinematic that shows gate opening up. 

o Solution found/ reset sequence 

 Solution 3: Gate Wedgie (easy) 

o The gate’s design evokes the look of underwear. 

o Player finds and stacks with Cromwell the Terrible.  

o Player approaches gate and uses Cromwell’s “Give Wedgie” ability on the gate. 

o Cut to in-game cinematic that shows Cromwell “yanking the gate up”. 

o Solution Found / Reset Sequence. 

 Solution 4: Bird Bag (hard) 

o Portia Peacock, with her striking dress, is standing nearby on the outside of the gate. 

o If the player has ever entered the baggage area, using Charlie to squeeze through the 

holes, they may have noticed a visually striking peacock bag. 

o Player stacks with Portia Peacock and approaches the gate. 

o Player talks to gate keeper. 

o Gate keeper tells player that he will not let Portia in to get her bag unless she has her 

claim ticket. He wonders if she’s lost it? 

o Player takes Portia peacock over to the nearby “lost and found” booth. The steward 

behind the desk has a large baggage claim ticket.  

o Player talks to steward and he replies “Is this yours? I’ll follow you to the baggage check 

area and show it to the gate keeper.” 

o Player moves back towards the baggage check area, with the steward following. 

o When the player approaches the gate with the steward holding the claim ticket 

following, the gate keeper will chatter and open the gate up. 



o  Cut to in-game cinematic that shows gate opening up. 

o Solution Found / Reset Sequence. 

Solution Hint Summary 

 If the player approaches the gate within another maintenance man (not the one in the 

cinematic), the gate keeper will chatter “Someone’s already inspecting the gate! I can’t let you 

both in!” 

 If the player tries to maintain the gate directly from the outside, the maintenance man will 

chatter “I think I need to maintain the gate from the other side” 

 Posters for the silent film doll’s upcoming movie are posted nearby – just to help the player 

think of using those dolls in this challenge. 

 If the player passes through the gate as Charlie, he can talk to the ambassador for some hints. 

 Amongst all of the baggage on the other side of the gate is a very distinctive piece of luggage 

with a striking peacock design. 

 If the player approaches the gate, the gate keeper will chatter some hints like 

o “No one is allowed in, unless you’re here for your baggage.” 

o “You need a claim ticket for your baggage”. 

o “If you’re as small as a mouse you could probably sneak in” 

o “It take someone really strong to wrestle this gate open” (Cromwell is a wrestler) 

 If the player talks to the lost and found steward with any other doll other than Portia he will say 

things like “You lost an Alligator hat? Sorry, we only have a claim ticket for a feathery travel 

bag.” 

 The baggage claim ticket either has a little scribbled drawing of a peacock patterned bag on it. 

All Solutions Found State 

 The gate is permanently open. 

 Gate Keeper is off his tower and is capturable as a unique doll. 

 

“Stop That Car!” Challenge 

Summary 

The first annual 24 hour dog race is underway on a large race track that occupies most of the second 

blimp. The race is for the amusement and distraction of the VIP guests, and is a true spectacle to behold. 

A fence runs around the perimeter of a large oval track. On the center of the track, doing laps, is a 

bellows-powered car being driven by two trained Monkeys. A decoy rabbit doll is tied to the back of the 

vehicle. A pack of greyhounds runs after the rabbit attached to the back of the car. 

The Baron’s guards have tied one of the ambassadors to the front of the bellows car, knowing that the 

trained Monkeys who drive the vehicle won’t stop until the race ends – and by then the summit will be 

over. 



The player must find a way to stop the car so that the ambassador can safely escape and attend the 

summit. 

This challenge area has the following features: 

 A bellows powered car being driven by two monkeys. 

 The ambassador have been tied to the car’s front bumper (a la road warrior), and can only 

escape when the car stops. 

 A medium-sized rabbit doll is on the back of the car (like a trailer hitch), acting as a lure for the 

pack of dogs trailing behind the car. 

 One of the monkeys is jumping up on down on a bellows that is stoking a fire, which powers the 

vehicle. The second monkey is driving the vehicle, using a bicycle handlebar setup. 

 A fence runs around the perimeter of the track. The fence allows visibility of the track and the 

race, but prevents the player from going onto the track (including Charlie). 

 Many dolls watch over the race from a viewing stand to one side of the track, which also allows 

access to elevated catwalks that cross over parts of the track. On the top of the stand is a sign 

that reads “1st annual 24 hour dog race”. 

 The catwalks lead to two key areas: the announcer stand, and the flag stand. The announcer 

stand features a Zeppelin steward providing commentary on the race. He speaks into giant 

hearing / phonograph horns that angle down towards the track. 

 The flag stand features a Zeppelin steward holding a black and white checkered flag that is only 

to be waved when the race ends. He is sitting against the wall and looking lethargic. 

 To one side of the track is a concentration in food concessions. There are zeppelin stewards 

wearing sporting-event style boxes full of food. There also a few simple stands/tents selling food 

items, and the broken popcorn machine (used in the open the gate challenge). 

 In the center of the track is a grass-covered area. 

 There is a “one way” exit off of the track, for players who manage to get in the track someway, 

and need to get out. 

Challenge Introduction 

Ambassador’s assistants stand near both of the stairways that lead up to the race track area. They will 

chatter the challenge setup in the usual way, telling the player of the ambassador attached to the car 

and how the car must be stopped so that the ambassador can attend the summit. 

When the player gets a little close to the track, the challenge intro cinematic will play, showing the car 

driving around the track, with the ambassador strapped on front. The camera will also show the pack of 

dogs chasing the car, and end by panning by key catwalk areas, like the announcer stand. 

 

Solution Found / Reset Sequence 

 Player meets solution criteria. 

 Solution cinematic plays (described at the end of each solution). 



 Screen fades to black. 

 Challenge resets 

 Player is teleported to the closets reset waypoint and stacked down to Charlie. 

 Screen fades up from black. 

 Solution HUD displays a, highlighting which solution the player as found for the challenge. 

 Player is free to try challenge again or leave. 

Solutions 

 Solution 1: Photo Finish (easy) 

o The player finds and stacks with a press photographer doll somewhere around the track. 

o The player gets close to the bellows car and waits for it to drive by. 

o The player uses the press photographer’s “Flash Photo” ability near the driver (front of 

the bellows car). 

o If the player takes a photograph near the track, but not close enough to the car, he 

press photographer will chatter “I should get a close up shot of the driver!” 

o Cut to a cinematic that shows a dazed and blinded chimpanzee driver veer of course and 

hit one of the poles on the side of the track, stopping the car. 

o Solution found / reset sequence. 

 Solution 2:  Call to Arms (medium) 

o Player finds and stacks a medium sized male VIP passenger. 

o Player makes his way onto the catwalks and over to the announcer stand.  

o Player uses the “play bugle” ability into the announcer horns, which magnifies the sound 

of the bugle. 

o If the player plays the bugle near the track, but not up in the announcer stand, the doll 

will chatter “I should play this thing into something that will make it louder!” 

o Dogs go crazy, begin to howl and start to run faster. 

o Cut to a cinematic that shows the dogs overtaking the car and it coming to a sudden 

stop. 

o Solution found / reset sequence. 

 Solution 3: Rabbit Takes Chimp (medium) 

o A medium sized rabbit doll is attached to the back of the bellows car. 

o From the side of the track, the player (as Charlie) can stack into one of the small 

greyhound dogs on the periphery of the pack.   

o The greyhound dogs are on a “track”, with a small pole that extends from the dog down 

into the base of the track, like a carnival game. The player cannot slow down, stop or 

change the path of the dog. 

o Once in a greyhound doll, the player can pump the “run faster” ability of the dogs to 

move closer to the back of the bellows car. Once the player is close enough, the medium 

sized rabbit doll will highlight, indicating the player can stack into it. 

o The medium sized rabbit doll is permanently attached to the car and cannot move in 

any way. If the player is controlling a small greyhound and is within stacking range, they 

can stack inside the rabbit doll. 



o Once the player is in the rabbit doll, the Large Monkey operating the bellows on the 

back of the car will be stackable. 

o Once in the monkey, the player can use his “stomp bellows” ability to speed up or slow 

down the car, but it won’t come to a complete stop, because there is a second smaller, 

automated bellows on the front of the car that still provides some power. 

o After the player stacks into the bellows monkey, the XLarge size monkey driving the car 

can be stacked. 

o Once the player is in the XLarge monkey driver, he can use its “Apply Brakes” ability. 

o Cut to a cinematic that shows the car coming to a sudden stop. 

o Solution found / reset sequence. 

 

 Solution 4: Braking for Bananas (easy) 

o Player finds and stacks with a banana vendor doll. The nearby food area has lots of 

them. 

o Player approaches the track and throws a banana onto the track. 

o Cut to a cinematic that shows the monkeys stopping the car to go and get the bananas.  

o Solution found / reset sequence. 

 Solution 5: Action Flag (hard) 

o Player makes way onto catwalks and to the flag stand area. 

o A Steward holding a victory flag is sitting on top of a black and white checkered chair. 

o He is out of the reach of the player and cannot be stacked with. 

o Player finds and stacks with the “Director” doll, who is nearby around the dog race 

track. 

o Player approaches the victory flag guy and uses the Director’s “action!” ability, which 

causes other nearby dolls to use their abilities. 

o Flag guy waves his flag, which ends the race. 

o Cut to a cinematic that shows the car braking. 

o Solution found / reset sequence. 

Solution Hint Summary 

 Signs on catwalks and around the track that say “No flash photography. Animals easily startled!”  

 Signs on catwalks and around the track that say “Do NOT feed the animals!” 

 Big sign on both the flag and announcer stands that say “Victory Flag Stand” and 

“Announcements”. 

 The announcer stand will have an ambiance playing that features unintelligible babble of the 

announcer doll saying something into the horns and broadcasting it across the area. 

 Solution dolls will chatter to the player to help them find the right place on the track to use the 

correct ability, if the player is using it in the wrong place, or time (as noted above in the 

solutions). 

All Solutions Found State 

 Dog race no longer going on. Dogs are chewing the hell out of the rabbit doll. 



 Car is not moving. 

 Apes are all on the car, eating bananas. 

 

Saving the Zeppelin 
After the player has successfully freed all five ambassadors and the outro part 1 cinematic has played, 

the player must then save the zeppelin from crashing into the ground. To do this, the player must stack 

together all five of the ambassadors and make their way to the bellows room, with Charlie’s sister 

Abigail following. Once in the bellows room, the player must stack all five ambassadors onto bellows of 

the appropriate size. Finally, the player must squeeze into a small area and stack onto the smallest 

bellows himself, which will cause outro part 2 to play and the zeppelin will be saved. 

Abigail and the Ambassadors 
 Abigail enters the summit room and tells Charlie to get the ambassadors and use the emergency 

door to go the Bellows room. Abigail will follow the player after they have stacked all of the 

ambassadors together .Abigail is not stackable this entire sequence. We can have her auto-face 

Charlie, until he stacks all of the ambassadors together. 

 The normal exists out of the summit room have been blocked by falling bits during the outro 

cinematic, part 1, when fish were pumped all over the outside of the zeppelins. These blockages 

will be removed in the “Zeppelin Landed” game state. 

 To help sell the chaos during this sequence, perhaps we could use some post effects to give the 

feeling that the zeppelin is “rocking”/falling a bit? Like some of the early seasick Hans stuff? 

 Abigail will not move until the player has stacked all five of the ambassadors together. 

 She will chatter at the player to do so if he doesn’t. “Quick, Charlie! Get all of the ambassadors 

and open that door!” 

 Also, if the player tries to unstack any of the ambassadors at any time, they will not be able to 

unstack. The ambassadors will chatter “No time for that! Let’s get to the bellows room!” 

 After the player has stacked together all of the ambassadors, but before they have left the 

summit room, Abigail will chatter “Ambassador, use your key to the city to open the emergency 

door!” 

 Hint text “Use Ambassador [name of xxlarge ambassador] ‘ Key to the City’ ability to open the 

emergency door”. 

 The player uses the ambassador’s ability to open the door, and enters a catwalk that runs along 

the outside of the blimp. The catwalk is enclosed enough that the player cannot get out of it. 

Abigail will follow the player, occasionally chattering “We need to hurry!” if the player stops 

moving forward. 

 The catwalk ends in another door that leads back into the fore section of blimp 1, right next to 

the dining room. Abigail chatters at the player to use the key again to open the door. Hint text 

reinforces this. 

 Player uses the ambassador’s ability to open the door and the player and Abigail enter the 

bellows room. 



The Bellows Room 
 Once inside, player will be in front of a giant bellows contraption positioned in front of a 

smoldering fireplace. 

 There are five bellows obviously positioned on different elevations, pointing right at the 

fireplace. Each of the bellows has a stackable “pad” on its base (very similar to the “horns” in 

the brig). Each of the bellows is sized to match one of the sizes of the ambassadors. 

 Abigail will move to one side and auto-face the player for the duration of the sequence. 

 Abigail chatters “Everyone get on those bellows! We need to stoke the fire for more power!”  

Hint text will display to reinforce this. 

 Note, we may want to employ the “pole camera” for this sequence, to make it easier for the 

player to see all of the bellows. 

 The goal for this section is for the player to get the ambassadors over to the bellows pad of the 

correct size and stack them onto it. 

 If the player tries to stack onto a bellows pad of the wrong size, the ambassador will chatter 

“That’s not my size. Quick, find the right bellows!” 

  After stacking into the bellows pad, if the player “unstacks” back out, the ambassador will stay 

in the pad and begin pumping. Note, after an ambassador is jumping on a bellows pad they are 

no longer stackable. 

 If the player tries to unstack any of the ambassadors at any other time than when a bellows pad, 

they will not be able to and the ambassadors will chatter “No time for that now! We must all get 

on the bellows!” 

 All of the above will be liberally reinforced with hint text – telling the player to stack the 

ambassadors into the correctly sized bellows pad, etc. 

 Once the player gets all of the ambassadors on pads, Abigail will say “Charlie, it’s still not 

enough lift. Jump on that little [hidden pad] to give it a bit more. Only you can fit there!” 

 Player takes Charlie to the [hidden pad] that only Charlie’s small size can access and stacks 

Charlie onto the bellows pad. 

 Cut to in-game camera, to show all of the bellows pumping to the same beat. 

 Cut to outro cinematic, part 2. 

Closing 

“Zeppelin Landed” Game State 
After the ouro cinematic, part 2 plays, the zeppelin will be safely landed and will be in its “zeppelin 

landed” game state. 

Like all adventures, the player can choose to stay onboard at this point, or return to the train station by 

talking to one of the train conductors who will show up during this game state. The player will be able to 

return to the Zeppelin at any time in the future, should they return to the train station at this point. 



All of the challenges and unique dolls will still be available in this state. In addition, a new secondary 

challenge will be available to the player. In addition, the following changes will happen: 

- All of the children will still be on the ship, but they will no longer be wearing any of their “service 

accessories” (like drink trays, etc). Their dialog will change, praising Charlie’s good name for 

saving them. 

- All of the Baron’s guards are gone, except for the one who guards the brig.  

- Several of the crew and the passengers will have their dialog changed. Many of them will be 

justifying their previous inaction when it came to saving the kids. “I had no idea that they were 

serving drinks AGAINST their will.” 

- The evil summit dolls will all be gone, having left the ship with several of the Baron’s guards, 

once it landed. 

- The ambassadors are all freely stackable.  

 

Stage Play Cinematics 

 Intro Part 1 

 Intro Part 2 

 Outro Part 1 

 Outro Part 2 

 Charlie being captured. 

 Ambassador 2 enters summit room 

 Ambassador 3 enters summit room 

 Ambassador 4 enters summit room 

 Ambassador 5 enters summit room 

Ambassador / Summit Room Cinematics 

We need to show progress in the summit room in favor of the children every time an ambassador is 

freed, but we don’t know the order that the player will choose to free the ambassadors.  To avoid 

animating a ton of cinematics with slight variations, We need to : 

 Animate four summit room cinematics (ambassadors 2-4, ambassador 1 is freed from the 

kitchen and doesn’t need a summit room cinematic); 

 These four cinematics will not based on a particular ambassador, but instead on how many 

ambassadors have been freed. This will allow us to have dialog based on player’s progress as 

well as show an update to the “scale of justice” beginning to tip in the kids favor as more 

ambassadors are freed. 

 All of the ambassadors will be animated in each cinematic; but the ambassador that has just 

been freed will be the only one unhidden as he walks across the stage towards the summit 

room.  

 Once the ambassador has reached the summit room, we need to unhide any ambassadors 

who have previously been freed in their specific seats around the table. 



 The dialog in the cinematic does not change based on which ambassador is talking – it’s the 

same in the cinematic regardless of which ambassador was just freed. 

In Game Cinematics 
These are simple cinematics to setup the challenges and show solution success. 

 Kitchen intro 

 All challenge intros (sink the stink, brig, open the gate, and stop the car) 

 All challenge solutions (sink the stink, brig, open the gate, and stop the car) 

 Bellows all pumping in unison (after Charlie and the ambassadors are all on the bellows). 

 Zip line from dining room to dog race track. 

 Zip line from dog race track to dining room. 

Key Props 
 General Interior 

o Wall sconces 

o Ceiling sconces 

o Stairs/ railing 

o Wall decorations – pictures, etc 

o Decorative props – like plants, but not plants 

o Navigation signage 

o Misc pipes, for lower deck ceilings 

o Trash cans 

 Kitchen 

o Kitchen cooking equipment 

o Food supplies/boxes – large human scale (can be reused in brig) 

 Dining Room Props 

o Cloud Dining Room Table 

o Cowboy Horse 

o Small glass breakables that we can place around the world. They break when the Opera 

singer sings, and perhaps a few other abilities (bugle, etc). 

o Food/buffet tables 

o Piano Player – perhaps instead of two separate dolls, we should have five, and they are 

all identical, playing some sort of wall based organ or something, with five different 

elevations and five little keyboards. 

 Sink the Stink props 

o Giant fans 

 Crew cabin props 

o Racks beds mounted on walls, various sizes 

o Toilets! 

o Furniture 

 Summit Room 



o Summit Room Table 

o High-backed Chairs 

o Scales of Justice 

 Bust out of the Brig challenge 

o Brig boxes & crates, food cans & bottles 

o Brig bellows “horns” 

 Stop that car challenge / Dog Race area 

o Bellows Car 

 Because it is now driven by trained monkeys with fez hats, the whole visual 

design should be tilted to support that. 

 Part of the design could look like one of those “organ grinder”  setups. 

 Perhaps the bellows part would actually like an accordion and make bad 

accordion music as the player jumps o nit? 

 The design should also be pretty vertical – because the player can only move up 

by stacking. This will also make it cooler and more humorous. It will also help it 

be easily seen from on the other side of the retaining fence, and up on the 

catwalks. 

o Catwalks/railings 

 Open  the Gate Challenge 

o Baggage Check Gate 

o Gate keeper area 

o Lots of baggage and traveling trunks on the other side of the gate 

o Special peacock baggage 

o Lost and Found area 

 Fish tanks, various sizes 

 Bellows Room Contraption 

 Blimp Exterior 

o Exterior “propellers” – doll shape. 

o What can the propellers be made of? Beanie hats? 

o Exterior Clouds 

o “Patchwork Quilt” ground plane 



Non-Unique Dolls 
 

Baron’s Guard 

 Size: XXLarge (5) 

 The guards will chase the player when they are controlling Charlie. The chase logic will work the 

following way: 

o If the player is in control of Charlie and within a radius of 30M, the guards will chatter 

“Hey, runt! Stop!” They will then run towards Charlie. If they get within 5M of Charlie, 

they have captured him. 

o If they capture Charlie, the screen fades to black, the “Charlie captured” cinematic plays, 

and then the screen fades up from black and Charlie is in the brig. 

o When the Baron’s guards “run” to chase Charlie, they should move much faster than 

normal. The player should not be able to outrun them over time. So perhaps their run is 

about 10% faster than Charlie’s run. 

o The guards will stop chasing Charlie if either of the following two conditions are met: 

 The player stacks Charlie into any other doll. 

 The player runs outside of their radius. 

o In either of the above conditions are met, the guards will stop moving for a few seconds, 

chatter “Now where did that little trickster go?”, and walk back to their normal patrols. 

 Initially, there are only a few guards on the zeppelin – near the brig area; however, after the 

player has first been captured, additional guards will be spawned across the ship. These guards 

are aware of Charlie and will give chase anytime he is within range. 

 Ability: None needed, as the player cannot stack into them. 

Press Photographers 

 Sizes 3 (large) 

 These dolls wear large camera hats with giant flash bulb/ reflectors.  

 Ability: “Flash Photo”. When the ability is used, a tray of flash powder rises up from nowhere 

and ignites. The whole screen is flashed with a post event. Nearby dolls are temporarily blinded. 

Blinded dolls wander around in small random circles, swaying, with little “dazed stars” about 

their heads and stars in their eyes. 

VIP Passengers (detailed below) 

 Sizes 2-4: med, large, xlarge 

 Rich types. They should be somewhat blind to the children’s plight and labor situation. But 

perhaps in the “zeppelin landed” state they realize the evil of their ways and are apologetic and 

sympathetic. It would be funny to have a few of them with serving trays strapped to them and 

they are walking around serving the kids juice and cookies in the dining room. And the kids are 

happy and chilling, and the adults are doing the work because of the guilt. 

VIPGuestFemaleMedium 

 Size 2 



 Ability “Jazz hands”. Jazz hands accessories come out and do the jazz hands motion in front of 

her. Nearby dolls cheer. 

 

VIPGuestFemaleLarge 

 Size 3 (large) 

 Ability: “Purse Smash” Hit a doll with her purse. The doll gets the wind taken out of them and 

doubles over. Larger or tougher dolls will chatter “How Rude!” in response. Child dolls duck the 

attack and retort with mocking chatter. 

VIPGuestFemaleXLarge 

 Size 4 (XLarge) 

 She should be ethnically themed to whatever culture invented or just LOVES the accordion. 

What is that?German? 

 Ability: “Play Accordion.” When used, she plays her accordion, small dolls cry, medium dolls 

faint, and the other dolls chatter negative remarks to shut it! Other nearby accordion players 

play as well, creating a wave of bad accordion music. 

 Instead of the bugle solution, we should have this be the solution, and the monkeys jump off of 

the car and run over to her. More setup visually than the bugle horn! 

 

VIPGuestMaleMedium 

 Size 2 (medium) 

 Fox hunt outfit 

 Ability:  “Play bugle”. When used, nearby dolls play a surprise response.  Any  nearby animal 

dolls chatter a “howl” and run in circles in a panic of confusion (similar in look to sugar rush). 

 Part of a solution in the “Stop the Car!” challenge. 

VIPGuestMaleLarge 

 Size 3 (large) 

 Smoking Jacket Dude 

 Ability:  “A Firm Handshake”. When used near another doll, they will be lifted up and down as if 

they are having their hand shaken violently by the doll. If the player tries to use the ability on 

female dolls, he will chatter “One doesn’t SHAKE the hand of a lady”. If the player tries to use 

this ability on a child, he will chatter “That is a hand not worth shaking!” If the player tries to 

shake the hand of a dog, horse, or bird, he will chatter “I insist on only shaking hands that have 

opposable thumbs” (which means he will shake the hands of the monkeys!). 

 

VIPGuestMaleXLarge 

 Size 4 (xlarge) 

 Scottish! 



 Ability: “The Northern Kiss”. Doll leans forward and head butts other dolls, splitting dolls smaller 

than himself. Play “bounce head animation” on dolls that it doesn’t affect (xxlarge or other 

special dolls). 

Mimes 

 Size 3 (large) 

 Mimes are on the ship to entertain (torture) the VIP Guests. 

 Ability “Pantomime”. This will randomly select from a handful of tricks for them to perform 

(similar to the way Prestige worked on the Steam Ship): 

o “Glass Wall”. White glove hand accessories come out and the mime pretends that he is 

moving sideways along a glass wall. 

o “Caught in the wind”. A black umbrella accessory pops out and the mime pretends that 

he is walking against heavy rain and wind. 

o “Climb Rope”. When used, the white glove accessories come out and pretend as if he is 

ascending an incline using a taught rope. Kind of like that cheesy Batman TV show. 

 Regardless of which pantomime trick is used, nearby child dolls will play a “cheer” response. 

Most nearby adult dolls will play a “Harumph!” response. Some nearby dolls with physical 

abilities (such as the VIPGuestMaleXlarge and the VIPGuestFemaleLarge) will headbutt, smash, 

or otherwise strike the mime. 

Grey Hounds 

 Size 1 (small) 

 These small dog dolls are dressed like classic racing dogs, with brightly colored race “sweaters” 

and matching colored “bite guards”.  

 Ability: “run faster”. The player can pump the controller button to make the doll move faster 

while pressing the stick in a direction. 

 These dolls are used for some of the solutions in the “stop that car!” challenge. 

Zeppelin crew - generic 

 Size 2, 3, 4 (medium, large, XLarge) 

 These are the basic looking service dolls that populate the ship.  

 Ability “Bow”. The doll bends over and bows in a subservient way. Nearby dolls play some sort 

of “approval” response. Nearby child dolls will play a “giggle” response. 

Zeppelin crew – zip line stewards 

 Size 3 (Large) 

 There are two of these dolls on board, each manning the zip line. The player can talk to these 

dolls to “zipline” between the two blimps. 

 The dolls look like the generic stewards, but wear a distinctive hat with a “hook” on the top that 

holds onto the zip line. 

 These dolls also have a bit of an Errol Flynn vibe to them. To them, the zip line is the most 

dashing, daring adventure a doll could every have! 

 Ability: none needed, as they are not capturable. 



Zeppelin crew – victory flag 

 Size 3 (large) 

 This is the generic steward doll, but he is also holding a black and white checkered flag 

accessory. 

 Ability: “Wave Flag”. When used, he doll waves the black and white checkered flag that he 

holds. If used on the flag stand, it is one of the solutions for the “Stop that Car!” challenge. If 

used outside of the stand, nearby dolls chatter things like: 

o “I win!” 

o “I’m the champion!” 

o “I’m number one, I’m the Duke!” 

Zeppelin crew – Maintenance Men 

 Sizes 1-3 (small, med, large) 

 These dolls all wear “mechanic jumpsuits”. They all have a wrench accessory as well (Jaspers!). 

 The Zeppelin requires constant maintenance – it seems like the whole idea is technologically not 

very sound, and there are a lot of these guys around doing a variety of tasks. 

 Ability: “Maintain”. Can be specifically used on any of the standard “maintenance panels” 

throughout ship – usually to turn something on or off. 

Zeppelin crew – food vendors (zeppelin hats) 

 Size 4 (Xlarge) 

 Rotund guys with “baseball stadium” style food boxes strapped to their stomachs. It would be 

funny to find some period treat that they could be serving. Something instead of cotton candy 

or popcorn. “Spun marmite puffs” instead of cotton candy, for example. Popped Turnips. Beef 

Wellington on a stick. Kidney Pie Sliders. Bananas. 

 Ability: “Toss Food”.  This ability has a different effect depending on whether or not any dolls 

are within its range or not. 

o If not dolls are within range of the ability, the zeppelin doll throws the food item up in 

the air. It will bounce off dolls and objects and roll around the ground a bit before fading 

away.  

o If a doll is within range (only one can be targeted), the food item flies at the doll’s mid 

section, and the target doll opens up and “swallows” the food. This would be handled in 

a similar way to the Hunter’s cork bouncing off a doll. 

o Dolls that are within range, but unaffected by the food will chatter something like “No 

thank you; I’m quite full!” 

Zeppelin crew – balloon waiters 

 Size 2 (medium) 

 This water services the “elevated tables” in the main dining room. The wear “beanie propeller 

hats”, with balloons strapped to the top. When they use their ability, the propeller on the hat 

spins and they “fly”. 



 Ability: “Fly to waiter station”. They fly up to the nearest waiter station, similar to the pelican’s 

ability on the steamship. It would be nice if they could somehow do a circuit instead of just 

flying to the ground. 

Kitchen kids 

 Size 1 (Small) 

 Male and Female variants. 

 Unlike the unique doll kitchen kids, who are capable of distracting the bullies, these kitchen kids 

have no accessories. 

 Abilities. “Jump Rope”. When used, the kids pull out a jump rope and quickly jump a few times. 

This causes nearby dolls to cheer. Every once in awhile, they trip and fall over. This causes other 

child dolls to giggle. This causes most other nearby dolls to play a Harumph! response. 

Dining room kids 

 Size 1 (small) 

 These children wander among areas like the dining room and the dog track, serving appetizers 

and drinks to the VIP guests. They have trays strapped to their heads that are filled with a 

variety of drinks and appetizers. 

 All of these kids will be free after the Zeppelin lands – maybe many of them have their 

accessories removed. 

 Ability: “Serve”. The tray on their heads slightly tilts, dumping some drinks and appetizers on 

floor, with a large ice cube or two scattering. Nearby dolls play a “surprise” response. 

Balloon Cleaning kids 

 Size 1 (small) 

 Hanging upside down from ropes in both the dining room and dog track areas. 

 They are patching holes on the hot air balloons in the main area to make sure that the ship can 

stay afloat. 

 Ability: None needed, since they can never be captured. But they are holding long “chimney 

sweep looking brooms” and cleaning the outside of the hot air balloons. 

Ambassador Assistants 

 Size 2 (medium) 

 These are assistants to the ambassadors. They are outside the challenge areas and help 

introduce the challenge to the players.  

 For challenges that have more than one primary doll behind them (and thus requiring them to 

be solved twice), the assistants will help inform the player of that status and how they are all 

necessary for the summit to be a success. 

 Some of these dolls might also be positioned around the summit room to give the player a 

status update on how things are proceeding. 

 They are not capturable and have no abilities. 



Trained Monkeys 

 Size 3 - 4 (Large, XLarge) 

 Two monkeys operate the bellows car that races around the dog track. They are both 

constrained to the car with harnesses and cannot be moved off of or stacked off of the car. The 

XLarge monkey is on the back of the car pumping the bellows, and the XXlarge monkey is driving 

the car. 

 We are reusing the art from the monkeys in the original exhibit challenge from the steam ship. 

 Ability (Large): “Pump Bellows”. When the player removes the doll from the bellows the car will 

slow down some. 

 Ability (XLarge): “Pump brake”. The player can use track and field style controls to slow the car 

down. 

Piano Players 

 Size 1-5 (small-XXLarge) 

 Five identical piano players play on a five tiered grand opera piano in the dining room. They 

wear tuxedos with tails and also have “powdered wig” accessories. 

 Ability: “Keep time”. When used the upper half of the doll lifts up and ticks back and forth a few 

times, like a metronome. Nearby dolls play the same animation as the piano piano, player, with 

the upper half of their bodies keeping the same time. Dolls that are unaffected by this ability will 

play a “Hrmph!” response instead. 

 

 

  



Unique Dolls 

Abigail Blackmore 

 Size 3 (Large) 

 Abigail is a “balloon cleaning” kid, hanging upside down from one of the balloons.  

 The player will be get up near her and chat to her using one of the 

catwalks in the dining room, but will not be able to stack with her 

or free her in anyway. 

 Ability: None needed (for now!), as the player cannot stack her. 

Spice Girl 

 Size 1 (Small) 

 The spice girl is one of the kids forced to work in the kitchen who 

can distract the bullies. 

 Ability: “Shake Pepper”. This kid has a large pepper shaker on her 

head. If the player does this around other kids, they will start to 

sneeze loudly, causing a lot of noise that will distract the bullies. If 

the player shakes the pepper in the bullies face he’ll chatter “That 

won’t work on me. Get lost!” The chef will have a similar response. 

Tea Boy 

 Size 1 (Small) 

 The tea boy is one of the kids forced to work in the kitchen who can 

distract the bullies. 

 “Ability: Tea Whistle”. This kid has a large teapot on his head. When 

he uses this ability, the lid of the tea pot will pop up, a jet of steam 

will shout out the spout and loud and annoying whistle will sound. 

Any nearby kids will be surprised. If the players uses this right on 

the bullies they’ll tell him to “knock it off” but won’t leave their 

post (unless the player is far enough away). The chef responds to 

this ability by telling the kid to get back to work. 

 

Decoy Rabbit 

 Size 3 (medium) 

 This is the non-living rabbit doll attached to the back of the bellows car. 

 Ability: “Squeak”. When used the decoy rabbit makes a squeak like a dog toy, and the chasing 

greyhounds all yip and bark in response. 

Meriwether Malodor 

 Size 3 (Large) 

 Same farter from Train Station still afflicted with his gas!  

 Has specific dialog for Felicity Fowler. 



 Used as part of the “Sink the Stink” solution. 

Felicity Fowler 

 Size 2 (Medium) Female 

 It’s the female farter! 

 Ability: “Pass Potpourri ” When used, she emits a pleasantly colored gas, pink in color and with 

effects that evoke spring flowers. Nearby dolls do something happy. Skip and hold hands or 

something. 

 Has specific dialog for Meriwether Malador. 

 Must fall in love with farter, sail off in the dutch oven. 

 Used as part of the “Sink the Stink” solution. If the solution doesn’t involve being stacked inside 

of the farter, she should be large size. 

Head Chef 

 Size 4 (xLarge) 

 Keeps children “prisoner” in kitchen 

 Ability: none needed, since he cannot be stacked. 

Kitchen Bully Damien 

 Size 3 (large) 

 These are the fat kids working with the head chef to keep the smaller kids in line in the kitchen. 

 Ability: none needed, since he cannot be stacked. 

Kitchen Bully Anton 

 Size 3 (large) 

 These are the fat kids working with the head chef to keep the smaller kids in line in the kitchen. 

 Ability: none needed, since he cannot be stacked. 

Recreation officer Simmonds 

 Size 1 (small). 

 He is the recreation officer. Maybe wearing a jogging outfit version 

of the ship crew uniform. 

 Ability: “Jog in place”. When used, he will bounce up and down in 

place for 10 seconds or so. If the player unstacks and leaves him, he 

will keep it up. 

Hans - Mixer 

 Size 1 (small)  

 Ability: “Mix Batter”. This is Hans, returning yet again! This time he 

has a mixing bowl and hand mixer on his head. If the player presses 

the button once, the mixer will barely move, but if the player pumps 

the button, the mixer will move faster and faster, sending a particle 

spray of batter out. The particles fade quickly, and don’t cover any of 



the environment, but it makes a really annoying noise and looks chaotic. 

Gate keeper 

 Size 5 (XXLarge) 

 The gate keeper controls the gate in the “Open the gate” challenge. He is only stackable in the 

all solutions state of the “open the gate” challenge.  

 He is a “generic” zeppelin steward wearing a very large black, beef-eater style hat. 

 Ability: “About Face!” Nearby affected dolls do a little 180 jump, turning and facing away from 

the gate keeper. Dolls who are not affected will chatter something like “I don’t take orders from 

you!” 

Cromwell the Terrible 

 Size 5 (XXLarge) 

 Vintage Wrestler. One of the VIP guests on board. He has enormous forearms. 

 Ability “The Royal Wedgie”. When used on another doll, the doll is spun around so that its back 

is facing Cromwell, and Cromwell “yanks up” up on the back of the doll. The lower part of the 

target doll enlarges a bit and partially lifts up, covering part of the upper doll shell. The target 

doll will stay in this “wedgie” mode for five seconds or so before playing a “pop back to normal” 

animation and returning to its default state. During that time, the doll will walk around 

awkwardly.   

o  If the player tries it on a female doll, Cromwell will say “I don’t wrestle ladies!” 

o  If the player tries it on a child doll, Cromwell will say “I mustn’t hurt the little ones!” 

o If the player tires to use it on a doll that we want immune to the ability, Cromwell will 

say something like “No, that Royal Wedgie would not work on that doll.” 

 Cromwell is also used in the “Open the gate” challenge. He can use his “Royal Wedgie” ability on 

the gate itself, yanking it up in the same way he does the lower half o f the dolls, so it’s 

important that the “yank up” part of the Wedgie animation be distinct when it is performed on 

the dolls. 

Portia Peacock  

 Size 3 

 Rich debutante type. She holds charity balls for her pet causes, including reforming child labor 

laws. If she actually spent any time around the dirty working classes, though, she’d be a bit put 

off by them. 

 She wears a very colorful peacock-themed dress and carries a distinctive “peacock feather” fan. 

 Ability: “Fan”. When used she opens her fan and fans herself. The player can do this while 

moving. Nearby dolls play no response to this ability. 

 Portia is used as part of the solution for the open the gate challenge, but it does no directly 

involve her ability. When that solution is complete, she will have an additional handbag. 

Opera Singer Wilhelmina 

 Size 5 

 Dressed as a valkyrie from Wagner’s Der Ring des Nibelungen. 



 Ability “Sing”. When used, she takes a big suck in of air before singing, which makes an effect 

similar to the fan in the lounge challenge. Then she bellows out a high note, which causes 

smaller dolls to faint and bigger dolls to play a surprise response. Child dolls play a cry response 

and animals play a howl response.  

 Maybe some class of glass objects can break, and we can sprinkle them around the level for fun. 

 She is part of solutions for both the “Sink the Stink” and “Open the gate” challenges. 

Hazard Suit 

 Size 3 

 Non-Living Doll. 

 Part of solution for “Sink the Stink” 

 Ability.  “Release Pressure”. When used, a jet of white steam, gushes out of the suit. Some 

nearby dolls will play a surprise response. Larger dolls will chatter something like “How 

inappropriate!” or “Please keep you digestion in check, sir!” Something to indicate that they 

think the suit is “passing gas”; the irony being that these same dolls never admonish the farter.  

Evil Summit Dolls 
There are four evil summit dolls, from four different lobbies, sitting around the summit table, arguing to 

keep child labor laws intact. None of these dolls are capturable, and they will be gone in the “Zeppelin 

Landed” state. 

 Sizes 2-5 (medium-xxlarge) 

 Four dolls total, one of each size. 

 The dolls are clearly evil in their visual design, and all have some visual unity with one another. 

They are primarily all in black with very angry faces.  

Rascally Raters Lobbyist 

 Size 2 (medium) 

 Male 

 No ability needed (can never be captured)). 

 The Lobbyist looks like a rat, with a gray wiry hair, pointy ears, a big nose, and claw like fingers.  

 Philosophy: Rats can crawl into small spaces and be a real nuisance. Kids can also crawl into 

small spaces and are often a nuisance, too! Who better to get rid of rats than small children 

armed with toxic sprayers? 

Orphans Workhouse International Lobbyist 

 Size 3 (large) 

 Female 

 No ability needed (can never be captured)). 

 This lobbyist resembles an evil-looking school marm dressed like she’s going to a funeral. Black 

netting hanging from her hat partially obscures her face. In her black gloved-hands she holds a 

ruler.   



 Philosophy: What else do orphans have to do besides lie around all day? It’s not as if they have a 

family to attend to. Most of them are uneducated as well, which is why Orphans Workhouse 

International gives these underprivileged children an opportunity to get out there and make a 

difference. What other exciting organization offers such inexperienced youths the opportunity 

to shovel coal, experience the wonders of the assembly line, and operate heavy machinery?  

Little Landmine Explorers Lobbyist 

 Size 4 (xlarge) 

 Male 

 No ability needed (can never be captured)). 

 This lobbyist’s appearance has a distinct military feel. He wears a military helmet with a chin 

strap. He looks a bit ragged, and wears an eye patch, and a false wooden arm.  

 Philosophy:  Undetonated mine fields are dangerous! Traditionally, sheep are driven through 

questionable fields, detonating the dangerous devices. But children are far cleverer than sheep 

– and cheaper! 

 

Junior Tasters League Lobbyist 

 Size 5 (xxlarge) 

 Female 

 No ability needed (can never be captured)). 

 Fat lady, dressed in all black. Bad teeth. 

 Philosophy: People like to eat. Sadly, much of the food that people eat can be tainted in one 

way or another and that can cause discomfort. Children are enthusiastic eaters and can be 

convinced to taste just about anything. They heal quickly, and can easily bounce back from a 

little stomach trouble far faster than an adult. They taste first, so you don’t have to. 

 

  



Secondary Matched Stacking Set 

Silent Movie Actor Set 
Maybe they’re all staring in an upcoming movie and are traveling around promoting it. They’re 

completely ignorant of child labor even as an issue. Their movie is some utopian, classical bullshit. 

Perhaps they change their tune a bit in the voyage over state, though. Soften up to the children’s plight. 

Maybe look up the names of some famous early silent film actors and use them as a basis for some of 

these names. 

The tension comes between the prima donna actor and the rest of the crew. The actor is classically 

trained and has had to “lower himself” to this new “bastard medium” of film in these tough economic 

times. 

Stacking into these dolls renders the game in contrasty grayscale.  

 

Cecil Dumheal - Director 

 Male 

 Size 5 

 Vintage Hollywood look. 

 Holding a old style megaphone 

 Ability: “Action”. When used, this ability makes all other nearby dolls use their abilities. Dolls 

who we do not want to be affected by this ability would chatter “I’m not taking direction from 

you!” 

 This ability could possibly be used for clever combos in some of the challenges. 

Donald Capulet - Shakespearean Actor 

 Male 

 Size 4 

 Wearing Shakespearean clothes. Classically trained actor who has “lowered” himself to acting 

for film. His entire dialog is in iambic pentameter. 

 He has one of those “Elizabethan white folded circular collars” as an accessory around his neck. 

 Ability “Monologue”. When used, the background dims and an off-screen spotlight shines on 

him while he pulls out a skull and acts out a “Poor Yorrick” type of scene. Nearby dolls play a 

sleep reaction. The other members of the silent film set will play a cheer reaction.  

Cinematographer 

 Male 

 Size 3 

 Camera on head 

 Ability: “Rolling”. When this ability is used, the “film grain” post effects kick in and the entire 

game looks like it’s a silent film. Nearby female dolls strike a “beauty” pose. Nearby male dolls 



strike a “perma-flex” pose. Nearby child dolls laugh. Animal dolls ignore the ability. Those 

unaffected by the ability play a “Harumph!” response. 

Trixie - Female Actor 

 Female 

 Size 2 

 She’s not really much of an actress, and has primary been brought on by the Director for her 

beauty and her “mass market” appeal.  She and Donald do not get along. 

 Ability: “Dramatic Death”. When used, she’d play a very long and agonizing death animation, full 

of cheese. Just as it seems the animation is over, another twitching segment plays. We might 

need to make it interruptible or players might become very annoyed when trying to play her. 

Leander – Equipment guy 

 Male 

 Size 1 

 Has a big helmet that is a combination flood light and extendable boom mike. He also holds a 

giant clacker. 

 Ability: “Take 2!” Mic extends from head and light activates. He pulls the clacker out and snaps it 

shut loudly. Nearby dolls play a surprise response. Trixie and Donald will both play their abilities 

instead.  

  



 “Get Mr. Ruffles!” Secondary Challenge 

Summary 

This challenge opens up in the zeppelin landed state. It takes place down below, near the children’s 

quarters. Bullies have taken little tad’s teddy bear away. They’re playing a game of keep away. There are 

three bullies all next to each other, and one of them has the bear inside of them. “You have to guess 

where its at!” Little tad asks for the player’s help when he walks nearby. 

This challenge area has the following features: 

 3 bullies all stacked next to each other 

 A little crying kid, sucking his thumb, who wants his bear back 

 Bully abilities? 

 Kid ability? 

 

Challenge Introduction 

“They’re picking on me, just because they’re bigger”. Kid is dressed in Victorian pajamas, holding bear. 

Sucking thumb. 

 

Solution Found / Reset Sequence 

 Player meets solution criteria. 

 Solution cinematic plays (described at the end of each solution). 

 Screen fades to black. 

 Challenge resets 

 Player is teleported to the closets reset waypoint and stacked down to Charlie. 

 Screen fades up from black. 

 Solution HUD displays a, highlighting which solution the player as found for the challenge. 

 If it’s not the last solution, the “speaker bully” chatters “ Is that the only way you know how to 

get the bear? Bet you can’t do it again!” 

 If it’s the last solution, the “speaker bully” chatters “This game is lame. You can have the teddy 

bear!” – and then all of the bullies move to their new locations. 

 Player is free to try challenge again or leave. 

 

Solutions 

 Solution 1: Needle in a Doll Stack (easy) 

o Player moves to the bully who they think has the bear doll. 

o Player presses the talk button. 

o If the bully has the bear, they chatter the affirmative response. 



o Solution Found/Reset Sequence. 

o If the bully doesn’t have the bear, they chatter the negative response. 

o Bullies all play restack animation, which moves the bear. 

o Repeat until solution is found. 

o Note, after any solution is found bullies play the restack animation, which moves the 

bear. 

 Solution 2: Banana Bear (medium) 

o Player finds and stacks with a banana crew doll. 

o Player throws banana at a bully. 

o Bully plays “eat food” animation and swallows the banana. 

o If bully has the bear, he chatters the “got bear” response then spits the bear out. 

o Solution Found/Reset Sequence. 

o If bully doesn’t have the bear, he chatters the “no bear” response. 

o Repeat until solution is found. 

o Note, after any solution is found bullies play the restack animation, which moves the 

bear. 

 Solution 3: Head of the Class (medium) 

o Player finds and stacks with either a VIPMaleXLarge (Head butting Scottish dude) or a 

VIPFemaleLarge (Purse Smashing Lady). 

o Player approaches bully and uses one of the above abilities. 

o Bully plays hit reaction, revealing whether or not the bear is inside him. 

o If bully has the bear, he chatters the “got bear” response then spits the bear out. 

o Solution Found/Reset Sequence. 

o If bully doesn’t have the bear, he chatters the “no bear” response. 

o Repeat until solution is found. 

o Note, after any solution is found bullies play the restack animation, which moves the 

bear. 

 Solution 4: Marked Man (Hard) 

o Player finds and stacks with either the medium Ambassador (official seal) or Large 

Ambassador (the pen is mightier) – both of whom are nearby. 

o Player approaches bully and uses one of the above abilities. 

o Either of these abilities will mark the Bully with an identifiable mark. 

o After being affected by one of the abilities, the Bullies shuffle again. 

o The mark on the bullies makes it easier to determine which one has the bear. 

o The player talks to the Bully that he think has the bear. 

o If the bully has the bear, they chatter the affirmative response. 

o Solution Found/Reset Sequence. 

o If the bully doesn’t have the bear, they chatter the negative response. 

o Bullies all play restack animation, which moves the bear. 

o Repeat until solution is found. 

 



Solution Hint Summary 

 Kids chatter about being hungry 

 

All Solutions Found State 

 Kid has bear back and has appreciative dialog 

 Bullies have moved and spread out a bit and have dialog about people having no sense of 

humor, etc – underscoring their insensitivity. 

 Bully Leader is capturable as a unique doll 

 Bully henchmen can be captured, too, but aren’t unique. 

  



Game State Summary 
Below is a list of the major game states in the Zeppelin level. 

 Kitchen solved 

 Sink the Stink First Solution 

 Sink the Stink All Solutions 

 Break out of the Brig First Solution 

 Note that after the player finds the first solution for this challenge, new Baron’s guards will 

spawn in different areas of the ship. They are now actively looking for Charlie. If they see Charlie 

and can touch him, they will capture him, returning him to the brig. 

 Bust out of the Brig All Solutions 

 Stop that Car! First Solution 

 Stop that Car! All Solutions 

 Open the gate First Solution 

 Open the gate All Solutions 

 Fish  

o This is the state after outro cinematic 1 plays, but before the player has gone to the 

bellows room and safely landed the Zeppelin. 

 Zeppelin Landed 

 Silent Film Set Found 


